aishiaa: slips into my
aishiaa: rising slowly

veils and curls into a ball on the floor
up from the floor swaying from the waist up
aishiaa: snaking my arms out to the sides
aishiaa: rising to my feet and padding lightly across the floor
D r a z:

smiles watching the grace full dancer

aishiaa: rotating my hips then rolling my stomach to the beat
aishiaa: spinning slowly in small circles removing the end of one

to hold the end

D r a z: holds the veil in one hand
aishiaa: starts spinning faster to the

into his hand

veil and handing it to draz

music twirling faster across the floor unravelling it

D r a z: tugs the end and pulls the veil in and fold
aishiaa: shimmying just the top if my body as my

it to put away

arms snake away from my sides

D r a z: grinning to see the lithe body underneath the veils as she dances and shimmies
aishiaa: moving up over my head as my stomach ripples up and down
aishiaa: removes the veil from my breasts as my bare stomach comes into view
aishiaa: making

tiny circles with my hips moving gracefully across the floor

watches the veil fall away revealing the pert breast underneath as she dances
around
D r a z:

aishiaa: lowers

another veil
D r a z:

down onto the floor on my back arching up off the floor and removes

gasps as the veil falls away

aishiaa: takes

the 2 veils from my hips swirling them around in the air then lets them float
to the floor as the music speeds up
seashell_4: I hate drooling in public
D r a z:

watching as she undulates and the veils drop away one by one

aishiaa: rocking

my hips back and forth grinding against the air as the veils begin to spin
and wrap around me
7Mick7: wiping shells chin
Thom0108: passes shell a napkin
seashell_4:
aishiaa: grins

to wipe the droll from the corner of her mouth

ty
at sea pads to her running a veil around her neck and sways around her

D r a z: eyes caressing the beautiful form as she teases in her dance
aishiaa: slowly lowers to the floor legs bent and rips off the veil from

my belly and smiles

D r a z: watches the hips move to
aishiaa: great music d ty so much
D r a z: grins as aishiaa lies down
D r a z:
D r a z:

my thighs ...lies on

the beat as she wraps the veil round shell
with the last veil gone

stands and clapssssss
woo hoo aishiaa

Thom0108: I would clap but I’m still mesmerized by what I am seeing
D r a z: walks over collecting veils and offering aishiaa a LAB robe
aishiaa: slips into the robe and pecks his cheek ty d
Thom0108:
D r a z:

very nice aish

picking her up and wrapping her in the robe

aishiaa: why ty Thom
Thom0108: no no aish ty
Thom0108: ty so very much

aishiaa: whispers in d's ear
D r a z: pecks aishiaa's cheek

back..........simply stunning

aishiaa: ill take that drink now d please
D r a z: smiles on its way ...only the best will do for you after that
D r a z: opens a bottle of Louis Roederer Cristal Rosé 2002 champagne

and pours a flute
full and slides it over to aishiaa on a LAB coaster ......kisses her on the cheek
aishiaa: ty

d takes a sip as it tickles my nose mmmmmmm

